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• Introduction	to	the	problem	and	examples
• Introduction	to	Bayesian	optimization
• Overview	of	surrogate	models
• Additional	modifications
• Existing	implementations



Hyperparameter examples

• Tree	depth	— decision	trees
• Regularization	coefficient	— linear	models
• Gradient	descend	step	size	— neural	networks
• Normalization	coefficient	— data	preprocessing



Examples	of	problems

• Training	of	the	ranking	in	Yandex	— days
• Parameters	in	NNs	— tens



Popular	and	easy	approaches

• Experience	of	experts
• Grid	search
• Random	search
• Manual	coordinate-descend

"Random	Search	for	Hyper-Parameter	Optimization." James	Bergstra and	Yoshua Bengio. Journal	of	Machine	Learning	Research,	2012
https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/evaluating-machine-learning-models/page/5/hyperparameter-tuning



Gradient-free	and	global	optimization

• Genetic	algorithms
• Simulated	annealing
• Response	surfaces
• etc

Response	surfaces



Stochastic	functions
How	to	optimize	such	functions?



How	to	choose	the	next	point	to	evaluate?

Brochu,	Eric,	Vlad	M.	Cora,	and	Nando De	Freitas.	"A	tutorial	on	Bayesian	optimization	of	expensive	cost	functions,	with	application	to	active	user	modeling	
and	hierarchical	reinforcement	learning." arXiv preprint	arXiv:1012.2599 (2010).



Probability	of	improvement

Figure 4: Gaussian process from Figure 2, additionally showing the region of probable
improvement. The maximum observation is at x+. The darkly-shaded area in the
superimposed Gaussian above the dashed line can be used as a measure of improvement,
I(x). The model predicts almost no possibility of improvement by observing at x1 or
x2, while sampling at x3 is more likely to improve on f(x+).

nothing in this response-surface area is so simple. There always
seems to be a counterexample. In this case, the di�culty is that
[the PI(·) method] is extremely sensitive to the choice of the target.
If the desired improvement is too small, the search will be highly
local and will only move on to search globally after searching nearly
exhaustively around the current best point. On the other hand, if
[⇠] is set too high, the search will be excessively global, and the
algorithm will be slow to fine-tune any promising solutions.”

A somewhat more satisfying alternative acquisition function would be one
that takes into account not only the probability of improvement, but the magni-
tude of the improvement a point can potentially yield. In particular, we want to
minimize the expected deviation from the true maximum f(x?), when choosing
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Acquisition	function

Hutter,	Frank,	Jörg Lücke,	and	Lars	Schmidt-Thieme.	"Beyond	Manual	Tuning	of	Hyperparameters.”	2015.
Shahriari,	Bobak,	et	al.	"Taking	the	Human	Out	of	the	Loop:	A	Review	of	Bayesian	Optimization.”	2015.



Different	acquisition	strategies

Figure 5: Examples of acquisition functions and their settings. The GP posterior is
shown at top. The other images show the acquisition functions for that GP. From the
top: probability of improvement (Eqn (2)), expected improvement (Eqn (4)) and upper
confidence bound (Eqn (5)). The maximum of each function is shown with a triangle
marker.

Like other parameterized acquisition models we have seen, the parameter
 is left to the user. However, an alternative acquisition function has been
proposed by Srinivas et al. [2010]. Casting the Bayesian optimization problem
as a multi-armed bandit, the acquisition is the instantaneous regret function

r(x) = f(x?)� f(x).

The goal of optimizing in the framework is to find:
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where T is the number of iterations the optimization is to be run for.
Using the upper confidence bound selection criterion with 
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and the
hyperparameter ⌫ > 0 Srinivas et al. define
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�(x). (5)
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Probability	of	improvement	(PI)

Expected	improvement	(EI)

Upper	Confidence	Bound	(UCB)

Built	surrogate



Comparison	of	acquisition	functions

Shahriari,	Bobak,	et	al.	"Taking	the	Human	Out	of	the	Loop:	A	Review	of	Bayesian	Optimization.”	2015.



Common	algorithm

1. Initial	design	— evaluate	the	black	box	in	some	points
2. Adaptive	design

a) Build	a	surrogate
b) Find	the	argmax of	Expected	Improvement
c) Evaluate	the	black	box	in	this	point
d) Go	to	step	2



How	to	perform	the	initial	design?

• Best	from	previous	experiments
• Ask	for	experts
• Random
• Grid
• Several	optimal	design	criteria

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optimal_design



Types	of	surrogates

• Gaussian	Processes	(GP)
• Tree	of	Parzen Estimators	(TPE)
• Sequential	Model-based	Algorithm	Configuration	(SMAC)



Gaussian	Process	(GP)

http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~mebden/reports/GPtutorial.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vGiHC35j9s
https://github.com/JasperSnoek/spearmint (Spearmint)



Tree	of	Parzen Estimators	(TPE)

Estimates												and																instead	of														.	The	core	idea	—
nonparametric	density	approximations	of	x.

http://papers.nips.cc/paper/4443-algorithms-for-hyper-parameter-optimization.pdf
https://github.com/hyperopt/hyperopt (Hyperopt)



Reminder:	Random	Forest

Not	robust	(has	high	variance)



Reminder:	Random	Forest

Average	of	slightly	different	trees:

……
Tree1 TreeN

+ +

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kYujfDgmNk



Sequential	Model-based	Algorithm	
Configuration	(SMAC)

• Mean	in	each	point	— prediction	of	RF
• Variance	in	each	point	— variance	of	predictions	of	separate	trees	
from	RF

https://github.com/automl/pysmac (SMAC)



How	to	find	the	maximum	of	EI?

Use	global	optimization.	Some	options:
• Random	search
• Genetic	algorithms
• Simulated	annealing
• Response	surfaces



Parallelization

• Batch	
• Asynchronous	adaptive	design

http://javad-azimi.com/index_files/Nips2010.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1202.5597.pdf
https://bayesopt.github.io/papers/2015/gonzalez-batch.pdf



What	else?

• Data	structures	for	fast	optimum	search
• Cold	start	problem
• Different	parameters	require	different	learning	time
• Labels	transformation
• Different	parameter	types



Open	source	implementations

Hutter,	Frank,	Jörg Lücke,	and	Lars	Schmidt-Thieme.	"Beyond	Manual	Tuning	of	Hyperparameters.”	2015.



How	to	evaluate	method?

• Use	real	data
• Use	synthetic	data

http://infinity77.net/global_optimization/test_functions.html#test-functions-index
https://github.com/andyfaff/ampgo



Comparison	of	different	approaches

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~hutter/papers/13-BayesOpt_EmpiricalFoundation.pdf

Table 2: Losses obtained for all optimizers and benchmarks . We report means and standard deviation across 10
runs of each optimizer. For each benchmark, bold face indicates the best mean loss, and underlined values are
not statistically significantly different from the best according to an unpaired t-test (with p=0.05). For HP-NNET
we also provide results for half the function evaluation budget to quantify the improvement over time.

SMAC Spearmint TPE
Experiment #evals Valid. loss Best loss Valid. loss Best loss Valid. loss Best loss

branin (0.398) 200 0.655±0.27 0.408 0.398±0.00 0.398 0.526± 0.13 0.422
har6 (-3.322) 200 -2.977±0.11 -3.154 -3.133±0.41 -3.322 -2.823±0.18 -3.039

Log.Regression 100 8.6±0.9 7.7 7.3±0.2 7.0 8.2±0.6 7.5
LDA ongrid 50 1269.6±2.9 1266.2 1272.6±10.3 1266.2 1271.5±3.5 1266.2
SVM ongrid 100 24.1±0.1 24.1 24.6±0.9 24.1 24.2±0.0 24.1

HP-NNET convex 100 19.5±1.5 17.0 20.6±0.3 20.1 19.5±1.6 17.4
HP-NNET convex 200 18.3±1.9 15.2 20.0±0.9 17.3 18.5±1.4 16.2
HP-NNET MRBI 100 51.5±2.8 46.1 52.2±3.3 46.5 50.0±1.7 47.3
HP-NNET MRBI 200 48.3±1.80 46.1 51.4±3.2 46.5 48.9±1.4 46.9
HP-DBNET convex 100 16.4±1.2 14.5 20.74±6.9 15.5 17.29±1.7 15.3
HP-DBNET convex 200 15.4±0.8 14.0 17.45±5.6 14.6 16.1±0.5 15.3

Auto-WEKA 30h 27.5±4.9 22.3 40.64±7.2 31.9 35.5±2.9 28.8

Log.Regression 5CV 500 folds 8.1±0.2 7.8 8.2±0.1 7.9 8.9±0.5 8.1
HP-NNET convex 5CV 500 folds 18.2±1.5 16.9 23.0±5.0 19.7 20.9±1.3 18.6
HP-NNET MRBI 5CV 500 folds 47.9±0.7 47.2 52.8±5.1 46.6 50.8 ±1.4 48.2

4 Experiments
We ran each optimizer with its default settings 10 times on each benchmark for the number of function
evaluations used in the paper introducing the benchmark. We used a runsolver timeout of one hour
for individual runs (in case of cross-validation, for individual folds); this only took effect for a few
runs on the HP-NNET and HP-DBNET experiments. The HP-NNET and HP-DBNET experiments were
run on a cluster of NVIDIA Tesla M2070s GPUs, which imposed a wall time limit of 24 hours per
optimizer run. Since this did not suffice to perform a sufficient number of function evaluations, we
used HPOlib’s scripts to restart the optimizers from their last saved state until the target number of
function evaluations was achieved.

Table 2 summarizes our results. Overall, SPEARMINT performed best for the low-dimensional contin-
uous problems.1 For the higher-dimensional problems, which also include conditional parameters,
SMAC and TPE performed better. However, we note that based on the small number of 10 runs per
optimizer, many performance differences were not statistically significant.

For benchmarks including k-fold cross-validation, SMAC evaluated one fold at a time, while the
other methods (which do not yet support single fold evaluations) evaluated all k folds. SMAC thus
managed to consider roughly 4 times more configurations than either TPE or SPEARMINT in the
same budget of fold evaluations. Since the budget for each optimizer was expressed as a number of
function evaluations, they were not penalized for choosing costly-to-evaluate hyperparameters, and
in our experiments, SPEARMINT runs were sometimes up to a factor of three slower than those of
TPE; in the future, we plan to use time budgets and SPEARMINT’s time-sensitive EI criterion [2]. We
also studied the CPU time required by the optimizers. SMAC’s and TPE’s overhead was negligible
(< 1 second), but due to the cubic scaling behaviour of its GPs, SPEARMINT required > 42 seconds
to select the next data point after 200 evaluations. This would prohibit its use for the optimization of
cheap functions, but here this overhead was dominated by the expensive function evaluations.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
This work introduces a benchmark library for hyperparameter optimization and provides the first
extensive comparison of three optimizers. To support further research, our software package and
benchmarks are publicly available at www.automl.org/hpolib. It offers a common interface for
the three optimization packages utilized in this paper and allows the easy integration of new ones. Our
benchmark library is only a first step, but we are committed to making it easy for other researchers to
use and to contribute their own benchmarks and optimization packages.

1However, it showed some robustness problems, e.g., crashing on 1 of 10 runs for the HARTMANN-6 function
because of a singular covariance matrix. It also had problems with discrete parameter values: by maximizing
expected improvement over a dense Sobol grid instead of the discrete input grid, it sometimes repeatedly chose
values that were rounded to the same discrete values for evaluation (leading to repeated samples).
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Terminology

• Bayesian	optimization
• Reinforcement	learning
• Surrogate	model
• Kriging



What	else?

• Data	structures	for	fast	optimum	search
• Cold	start	problem
• Different	parameters	require	different	learning	time
• Labels	transformation



Summary

• We	usually	need	to	optimize	stochastic	functions
• Surrogate	model	should	be	fit	to	the	data
• Several	good	implementations	already	exist
• Random	search	is	much	better	than	you	thought!



Thank	you!

Alexander	Fonarev
http://newo.su


